
Before the commentary, a sincere note of thanks to Amazon.com, for including R. Seelaus as one of 

three Diversity and Inclusion co-managers on their $16B 7 tranche offering earlier this week.  Amazon 

made a strong, highly visible statement regarding how significantly they prioritize diversity in the 

workplace and marketplace.  For us, the opportunity to partner with Amazon on such an important deal 

represented a milestone in our origination efforts.  From an investor perspective, we were pleased to be 

able to generate of complementary book of $717mm orders from 33 different investors -- the kinds of 

small money managers, RIA’s, and family offices who otherwise might not have been able to participate 

in the deal! 

 

• Next Week 
o Street survey pointing toward a marked slowdown in activity, with expectations for only 

$5-10B next week.  Given holiday schedules, nobody actually plans to issue the last two 
weeks of August, so expect what we do see to be opportunistic or relatively small. 

o Only 15 of the S&P500 announcing earnings next week, including LOW, HPQ, and SPLS 
o Economic/Fed calendar 

▪ Monday               ** Solar Eclipse** don’t look up 
▪ Tuesday 
▪ Wednesday        Purchasing Manager Index, New Home Sales, Fed’s Kaplan 

speaks 
▪ Thursday             Initial Jobless Claims, Existing Home Sales, Fed’s Jackson Hole 

Symposium 
▪ Friday                    Durable Goods, Fed’s Jackson Hole Symposium, ECB President 

Draghi speaks in Jackson Hole 
• Last Week 

o The market stayed busy, with nearly $30B of new IG supply, more than half of which 
came from the aforementioned Amazon deal.  Much of the rest of the calendar came 
from VMware ($4B), Philip Morris ($1.25B), Commonwealth Ed ($1B), and E*Trade 
Financial ($1B) 

o Coming into the week, execution metrics were showing signs of fraying, with lack of deal 
performance and summer calendar’s starting to push cash to the sideline.  That said, it 
felt like AMZN was able to reverse the trend, drawing a ~$44B book sufficient to drive 
new issue concessions to flat.  The solid performance of this week’s calendar (tighter by 
2.2 bp’s) should also be sufficient to quiet the narrative about poor deal performance in 
recent weeks. 

o The HY market priced $4.4B across 8 tranches.  Execution was mixed at best, with 3 or 
the 8 deals printing at the tight end, 3 at the mid, and two receiving significant pushback 
on price.  Staples’ (Arch Merger) $1B 8nc3 deal was forced to print 75 bp’s wide of 
whispers. 
 

The HY calendar outperformed the secondary market, with this week’s deals finishing up 
½ point on average. 

o YTD IG volume is now $958B, $54B ahead of last year’s $904B 33 week tally. 
o YTD HY volume is now $223B, $51B ahead of last year’s $172B 33 week total. 



o IG Fund Flows:  EPFR reported +$1.3B of inflows to IG mutual funds last week, the 34th 
consecutive week of inflows.  The cumulative total is now +$106B (+$3.2B weekly 
average vs +$1.3B weekly average in 2016) 

o HY Fund Flows:  EPFR reported a -$1.4B outflow from HY mutual funds last week, more 
than the -$150mm outflow the week before.  Cumulative total is now -$2.3B (-$69mm 
weekly average vs -$325mm weekly average in 2016)  

• FWIW 
o As market thin over the last few weeks of summer, there is a LOT for market 

participants to ponder…. 
▪ The crescendo of drama in the White House this week, with Thursday’s market 

drop being attributed to concern that Gary Cohn could resign from his position 
as head of the National Economic Council, dooming any hopes for tax reform 

▪ The domestic strife in Charlottesville 
▪ The terrorist strikes in Barcelona 
▪ North Korea 
▪ Wait, what about Russia? 
▪ Fed officals split over timing of next rate hike.  According to the WSJ "Minutes 

from the July 25-26 meeting released Wednesday reveal growing concern 
among some officials that recent soft inflation numbers could be a sign that 
something has fundamentally changed in the economy, leading them to suggest 
holding off on raising rates again for the time being." 

▪ Uncertainty over Fed’s concurrent moves to begin withdrawing liquidity through 
balance sheet reductions and their ability to  

▪ ECB taper 
o All of the above weighed on the equity markets this week and maybe started to shake 

the market out of its complacency?  According to the WSJ, Thursday’s sell-off was the 
first daily move of greater than 1% in 63 sessions, the longest streak since 2005. 

o The good news from a fixed income perspective is that La Resistance and self-inflicted 
wounds have ground the #MAGA agenda to a halt, the reflationary Trump trade has 
moved away, and the 10yr is below 2.20% again.  After a two week slowdown to 
accommodate the peak of summer vacationing, the cash will have built back up and we 
should be ready for the traditional post Labor Day surge in volume. 

o A good friend passed along the following – Peach Milkshake season at Chick-fil-A ends 
August 19th.  I checked, it will be store by store, so you still got a shot… 

Key Execution Metrics 
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YTD Volume Breakdown 

 

 

Jim Brucia, CFA 
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R. Seelaus & Co., Inc. | 25 Deforest Avenue, Suite 304 | Summit, NJ 07901 

jimbrucia@rseelaus.com Connect with us: Facebook | Twitter | YouTube 

 

This communication is for informational purposes only.  It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for 

the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction.  All 

market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy and are 

subject to change without notice.  Any comments or statements made herein do not necessarily reflect 

those of R. Seelaus & Co., Inc. its subsidiaries and affiliates.  This transmission may contain information 

that is privileged, confidential, legally privileged, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law.  If 

you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or 

use of the information contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. R. 

https://www.facebook.com/
https://twitter.com/login
https://www.youtube.com/user/rseelaus
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